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I. INTRODUCTION
In the present paper, we mainly study the second-order nonlinear ODE
with impulses as
¡x0 q f t , x s 0, t G t , t / t , k s 1, 2, . . . , . 0 k
q q~x t s g x t , x9 t s h x9 t , k s 1, 2, . . . , .  . .  . 1 .  .  .k k k k k k
Xq q¢x t s x , x9 t s x .  .0 0 0 0
where 0 F t - t - ??? - t - ??? , lim t s q` ,0 1 k k ªq` k
x t q h y x t .  .k k
x9 t s lim , .k hhªy0
x t q h y x tq .  .k kqx9 t s lim . .k hhªq0
Here, we always assume that the following conditions hold:
 .  . w .  .  .  .i f t, x is continuous in t , q` = y` , q` , xf t, x ) 0 x / 0 ,0
 .  .  .  .  . w .and f t, x rw x G p t x / 0 , where p t is continuous in t , q` ,0
 .  .  .  .p t G 0, and xw x ) 0 x / 0 , w9 x G 0.
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 .  .  .  .ii g x , h x are continuous in y` , q` , and there exist positivek k
numbers a , aU , b , bU such thatk k k k
aU F g x rx F a , bU F h x rx F b . .  .k k k k k k
w .DEFINITION 1. A function x: t , t q a ª R, t G 0, a ) 0 is said to0 0 0
 .be a solution of 1 , if
 .  q.  q. Xa x t s x , x9 t s x ;0 0 0 0
 .  .  . w .b x t satisfies x0 q f t, x s 0, when t g t , t q a , t / t ;0 0 k
 .  q.   ..  q.   ..c x t s g x t , x9 t s h x9 t , and for any such t , wek k k k k k k
 .  .always assume that both x t and x9 t are left continuous.
 .Since 1 can be changed into a first-order impulsive differential system,
theorems on the existence of solutions, the uniqueness of solutions and on
w x w xthe existence of global solutions can be seen in 1 . From 1 , we can see
that the existence of global solutions can be guaranteed by some simple
conditions.
 . w .In the following, we always assume the solutions of 1 exist in t , q` .0
w xThere are a lot of good results 2]11 on the oscillations of classical
second-order nonlinear ODE, but few of them are on second-order nonlin-
ear ODE with impulses. The present paper is devoted to the investigation
of the oscillations of a kind of very extensive second-order nonlinear ODE
with impulses. Some good results are gained here. In addition, some
examples in this paper show that though a classical ODE without impulses
is non-oscillatory, it may become oscillatory if some impulses are added to
it. That is, in some cases, impulses play a dominating part in giving rise to
the oscillations of equations.
 .DEFINITION 2. A solution of 1 is said to be non-oscillatory if this
solution is eventually positive or eventually negative. Otherwise, this
solution is said to be oscillatory.
 .  .LEMMA 1. Let x t be a solution of 1 . Suppose that there exists some
 .  .  .T G t such that x t ) 0 for t G T. If conditions i and ii are satisfied,0
and
bU bU bU1 1 2
iii t y t q t y t q t y t .  .  .  .1 0 2 1 3 2a a a1 1 2
bU bU ??? bU1 2 nq ??? q t y t q ??? s q` , .nq1 na a ??? a1 2 n
 q.  .  xholds, then x9 t G 0 and x9 t G 0 for t g t , t , where t G T.k k kq1 k
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 .Proof. At first, we prove that x9 t G 0 for any t G T. If it is not true,k k
 .then there exists some j such that t G T and x9 t - 0 andj j
x9 tq s h x9 t F bU x9 t - 0. .  . .  .j j j j j
 q.  .  .  xLet x9 t s ya a ) 0 . By 1 , for t g t , t , i s 1, 2, . . . , wej jqiy1 jqi
have
x0 t s yf t , x t F yp t w x t F 0. 2 .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .  xHence, x9 t is monotonically nonincreasing in t , t . So,jq iy1 jqi
x9 t F x9 tq s ya - 0, 3 . .  .jq1 j
x9 t F x9 tq s h x9 t F bU x9 t F ybU a - 0, .  .  . .  .jq2 jq1 jq1 jq1 jq1 jq1 jq1
x9 t F x9 tU F bU x9 t F ybU bU a - 0. .  .  .jq3 jq2 jq2 jq2 jq2 jq1
It is easy to show that, for any natural number n G 2,
x9 t F ybU bU ??? bU a - 0. 4 . .jqn jqny1 jqny2 jq1
We claim that, for any natural number n G 2,
x t F a a ??? a .jqn jqny1 jqny2 jq1
Ubjq1q= x t y a t y t y a t y t .  . .j jq1 j jq2 jq1ajq1
U U Ub b ??? bjqny1 jqny2 jq1y ??? y a t y t . 5 . .jqn jqny1a a ??? ajqny1 jqny2 jq1
 .  xSince x9 t is monotonically nonincreasing in t , t ,j jq1
x9 t F x9 tq , t g t , t . .  . .j j jq1
Integrating the above inequality, we have
x t F x s q x9 tq t y s , for t - s - t F t . .  .  . .j j jq1
Let t ª t , s ª tq. We getjq1 j
x t F x tq q x9 tq t y t . 6 . .  . .  .jq1 j j jq1 j
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 .  .By 3 and 6 ,
x t F x tq y a t y t . 7 . .  . .jq1 j jq1 j
 .Similarly to 6 , we have
x t F x tq q x9 tq t y t . 8 . .  . .  .jq2 jq1 jq1 jq2 jq1
 .  .  .  .By condition ii and 3 , 7 , 8 , we have
x t F x tq q x9 tq t y t .  . .  .jq2 jq1 jq1 jq2 jq1
s g x t q h x9 t t y t .  .  . .  .jq1 jq1 jq1 jq1 jq2 jq1
F a x t q bU x9 t t y t .  .  .jq1 jq1 jq1 jq1 jq2 jq1
UqF a x t y a t y t y b a t y t .  . .jq1 j jq1 j jq1 jq2 jq1
Ubjq1qs a x t y a t y t y a t y t . .  . .jq1 j jq1 j jq2 jq1ajq1
 .  .Then 5 holds for n s 2. Now we suppose that 5 holds for n s N:
x t F a a ??? a .jqN jqNy1 jqNy2 jq1
Ubjq1q= x t y a t y t y a t y t .  . .j jq1 j jq2 jq1ajq1
U U Ub b ??? bjqNy1 jqNy2 jq1y ??? y a t y t . 9 . .jqN jqNy1a a ??? ajqNy1 jqNy2 jq1
 .  .We go to prove that 5 holds for n s N q 1. Since x9 t is nonincreasing
 xin t , t , we havejqN jqNq1
qx9 t F x9 t , for t g t , t . .  . jqN jqN jqNq1
 .  .  .  .Integrating the above formula, by condition ii and 3 , 4 , 9 , we obtain
x9 t .jqNq1
F x tq q x9 tq t y t . .  .jqN jqN jqNq1 jqN
F a x t q bU x9 t t y t .  .  .jqN jqN jqN jqN jqNq1 jqN
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Ubjq1qF a a ??? a x t y a t y t y a t y t .  . .jqN jqNy1 jq1 j jq1 j jq2 jq1ajq1
U U Ub b ??? bjqNy1 jqNy2 jq1y ??? y a t y t .jqN jqNy1a a ??? ajqNy1 jqNy2 jq1
y bU bU ??? bU a t y t .jqN jqNy1 jq1 jqNq1 jqN
Ubjq1qs a a ??? a x t y a t y t y a t y t .  . .jqN jqNy1 jq1 j jq1 j jq2 jq1ajq1
bU bU ??? bUjqNy1 jqNy2 jq1y ??? y a t y t .jqN jqNy1a a ??? ajqNy1 jqNy2 jq1
U U Ub b ??? bjqN jyNy1 jq1y a t y t . .jqNq1 jqNa a ??? ajqN jqNy1 jq1
 .  .Hence 5 holds for n s N q 1. By induction, 5 holds for any natural
 .  .  .  .number n G 2. Since x t ) 0 t G T , 5 is contrary to the condition iii .
 .  .  .Therefore, x9 t G 0 t G T . By condition ii , we know, for any t G T ,k k k
 q. U  .  .  xx9 t G b x9 t G 0. Because x9 t is nonincreasing in t , t , wek k k k kq1
 x  .  .know, from t g t , t , x9 t G x9 t G 0. The proof of Lemma 1 isk kq1 kq1
complete.
 .Remark 1. In the case that x t is eventually negative, under the
 .  .  q.conditions i ] iii , it can be proved similarly that x9 t F 0 and fork
 x  .t g t , t , x9 t F 0, where t G T.k kq1 k
II. MAIN RESULTS
 .  .  .THEOREM 1. Assume that the conditions i , ii , and iii of Lemma 1
hold, and there exists a positi¨ e integer k such that aU G 1 for k G k . If0 k 0
1 1t t t1 2 3p t dt q p t dt q p t dt .  .  .H H Hb b bt t t1 1 20 1 2
1 tnq1q ??? q p t dt q ??? s q` , 10 .  .Hb b ??? b t1 2 n n
 .then e¨ery solution of 1 is oscillatory.
 .Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume k s 1. If 1 has a0
 .  .  .nonoscillatory solution x t , we might as well assume x t ) 0, t G t .0
 .  xFrom Lemma 1, we can see x9 t G 0 for t g t , t , where k s 1, 2, . . . .k kq1
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Let
u t s x9 t rw x t . .  .  . .
 q.  .  .  .  .Then, u t G 0 k s 1, 2, . . . , u t G 0 t G t . Using condition i , byk 0
 .1 , we get, when t / t ,k
2f t , x t x9 t .  . .
u9 t s y y ? w9 x t .  . .
w x t w x t .  . .  .
2F yp t y u t ? w9 x t F yp t . 11 .  .  .  .  . .
 . U  .Condition ii and a G 1, w9 x G 0 yieldk
x9 tq b x9 t b x9 t .  . .k k k k kqu t s F F .k Uqw x t w a x t w x t .  . .  .  . .k k k k
s b u t , k s 1, 2, . . . . 12 .  .k k
 .Integrating 11 from s to s we have1
s1
u s F u s y p t dt , 13 .  .  .  .H1
s
q  .  .where t - s - s - t . Let s ª t and s ª t . By 12 and 13 , we get0 1 1 0 1 1
t t1 1q q qu t F b u t F b u t y p t dt F b u t y b p t dt . .  .  . .  .  .H H1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
t t0 0
14 .
Similarly, the following inequality holds:
t2q qu t F b u t F b u t y p t dt .  . .  . H2 2 2 2 1
t1
t t1 2qF b b u t y b p t dt y p t dt .  . . H H2 1 0 1
t t0 1
t t1 2qF b b u t y b b p t dt y b p t dt. 15 .  .  . . H H1 2 0 1 2 2
t t0 1
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By induction, for any natural number n, we have
t1q qu t F b b ??? b u t y b b ??? b p t dt . .  . Hn 1 2 n 0 1 2 n
t0
t2y b b ??? b p t dt y ??? yb b .H2 3 n ny1 n
t1
t tny1 n
= p t dt y b p t dt .  .H Hn
t tny2 ny1
1t t1 2qs b b ??? b u t y p t dt y p t dt .  . . H H1 2 n 0 bt t10 1
1 tny1y ??? y p t dt .Hb b ??? b t1 2 ny2 ny2
1 tny p t dt . 16 .  .Hb b ??? b t1 2 ny1 ny1
 .  .  q.  .Equations 10 , 16 and u t G 0 k s 1, 2, . . . lead to a contradiction.k
 .Hence, every solution of 1 is oscillatory. The proof of Theorem 1 is
complete.
 .  .  .THEOREM 2. Assume that the conditions i , ii , and iii , of Lemma 1
 .  .  .hold and w ab G w a w b for any ab ) 0. If
w aU w aU w aU .  .  .t t t1 1 21 2 3p t dt q p t dt q p t dt q ??? .  .  .H H Hb b bt t t1 1 20 1 2
w aU w aU ??? w aU .  .  . t1 2 n nq1q p t dt q ??? s q` , 17 .  .Hb b ??? b t1 2 n n
 .then e¨ery solution of 1 is oscillatory.
 .  .Proof. If 1 has a non-oscillatory solution x t , without loss of general-
 .  .  .  .ity, we can assume x t ) 0, t G t . By Lemma 1, x9 t G 0 t G t . Let0 0
u t s x9 t rw x t . .  .  . .
 .  .  q.  .  .Then u t G 0 t G t , u t G 0 k s 1, 2, . . . . Relation 1 yields0 k
u9 t F yp t , for t / t . 18 .  .  .k
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it is easy to see that
x9 tq b x9 t b x9 t b .  . .k k k k k kqu t s F F s u t . . .k kU U Uqw x t w a x t w a w x t w a .  .  .  . .  .  . .k k k k k k
19 .
 .Similarly to the proof of 16 of Theorem 1, by induction, we get, for any
natural number n,
b b ??? b1 2 nqu t F .n U U Uw a w a ??? w a .  .  .1 2 n
Uw a .t t11 2q= u t y p t dt y p t dt .  . . H H0 bt t10 1
w aU w aU ??? w aU .  .  . t1 2 ny2 ny1y ??? y p t dt .Hb b ??? b t1 2 ny2 ny2
U U Uw a w a ??? w a .  .  . t1 2 ny1 ny p t dt . 20 .  .Hb b ??? b t1 2 ny1 ny1
 .  .  q.  .Relations 17 , 20 and u t G 0 k s 1, 2, . . . lead to a contradiction.k
 .Hence, every solution of 1 is oscillatory. The proof of Theorem 2 is
complete.
"`  .In the following, H durw u - q` denotes" e
q` y`
durw u - q` and durw u - q` . .  .H H
e ye
 .  .  .THEOREM 3. Assume that the conditions i , ii , and iii of Lemma 1
hold, and there exists a positi¨ e integer k such that aU G 1 for k G k . If0 k 0
du"`
- q` 21 .H
w u ."e
holds for some e ) 0, and
` 1t t tkq1 kq1 kq2p t dt q p t dt .  . H H Hbt s tkq1k kq1ks0
1 kq3
q p t dt q ??? .Hb b tkq1 kq2 kq2
1 tkqnq1q p t dt q ??? ds s q` , 22 .  .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
 .then e¨ery solution of 1 is oscillatory.
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 .Proof. Without loss of generality, let k s 1. If 1 has a non-oscillatory0
 .  .  .  q.solution x t , assume x t ) 0 t G t . Lemma 1 shows that x9 t G 00 k
 .  .  . U  .k s 1, 2, . . . , x9 t G 0 t G t . Since a G 1 k s 1, 2, . . . , we have0 k
x tq F x t F x tq F x t F x tq F ??? . 23 .  .  . .  .  .0 1 1 2 2
 . w .It's easy to see that x t is monotonically nondecreasing in t , q` .0
 .Relation 1 yields
x0 t s yf t , x t F yp t w x t , t / t . 24 .  .  .  .  . .  . k
Hence,
t1qx9 t y x9 t F y p t w x t dt. .  .  . . . H1 0
t0
 .From the above inequality and condition ii , we can see that
x9 tq .t t 11 1qx9 t G p t w x t dt q x9 t G p t w x t dt q . .  .  .  .  . .  . . H H0 1 bt t 10 0
Similarly,
x9 tq .t t 22 2qx9 t G p t w x t dt q x9 t G p t w x t dt q . .  .  .  .  . .  . . H H1 2 bt t 21 1
Generally, for any natural number n, we have
tnq1qx9 t G p t w x t dt q x9 t .  .  . . . Hn nq1
tn
x9 tq .t nq1nq1G p t w x t dt q . 25 .  .  . .H bt nq1n
 .  .  q.  .  xBy 24 and 25 , noting x t G 0 k s 1, 2, . . . , we get, for s g t , t ,k k kq1
tkq1x9 s G p t w x t dt q x9 t .  .  .  . .H kq1
s
x9 tq .t kq1kq1G p t w x t dt q .  . .H bs kq1
q1 x9 t .t t kq2kq1 kq2G p t w x t dt q p t w x t dt q .  .  .  . .  .H Hb bs tkq1 kq2kq1
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1 x9 tq .t t kq2kq1 kq2G p t w x t dt q p t w x t dt q .  .  .  . .  .H Hb b bs tkq1 kq1 kq2kq1
1t tkq1 kq2G p t w x t dt q p t w x t dt .  .  .  . .  .H Hbs tkq1 kq1
1 x9 tq .t kq3kq3q p t w x t dt q G ??? .  . .Hb b b b btkq1 kq2 kq1 kq2 kq3kq2
1t tkq1 kq2G p t w x t dt q p t w x t dt .  .  .  . .  .H Hbs tkq1 kq1
1 tkqnq1q ??? q p t w x t dt .  . .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
x9 tq .kqnq1q .
b b ??? b bkq1 kq2 kqn kqnq1
 .  q.  .Noting that b ) 0 i s 1, 2, . . . and x9 t G 0 i s 1, 2, . . . , by thei i
above inequality, we have
1t tkq1 kq2x9 s G p t w x t dt q p t w x t dt .  .  .  .  . .  .H Hbs tkq1 kq1
1 tkqnq1q ??? q p t w x t dt. 26 .  .  . .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
 .Since 26 holds for any natural number n, we obtain
1t tkq1 kq2x9 s G p t w x t dt q p t w x t dt .  .  .  .  . .  .H Hbs tkq1 kq1
1 tkqnq1q ??? q p t w x t dt q ??? . 27 .  .  . .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
 .  .  .  .Noting that xw x ) 0 x / 0 and w x is nondecreasing, by 27 , for
 xs g t , t , we havek kq1
x9 s w x t 1 w x t .  .  . .  .t tkq1 kq2G p t dt q p t dt .  .H H
w x s w x s b w x s .  .  . .  .  .s tkq1 kq1
1 w x t . .tkqnq1q ??? q p t dt q ??? .Hb b ??? b w x s . .tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
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1t tkq1 kq2G p t dt q p t dt .  .H Hbs tkq1 kq1
1 tkqnq1q ??? q p t dt q ??? . .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
Integrating the above inequality from t to t , we havek kq1
1t t tkq1 kq1 kq2p t dt q p t dt .  .H H Hbt s tkq1k kq1
1 tkqnq1q ??? q p t dt q ??? ds .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
x9 s 1 .t  .x tkq1 kq1F ds s du. 28 .H H
qw x s w u .  . .  .t x tk k
 .  .Since 23 holds, 28 yields
` 1t t tkq1 kq1 kq2p t dt q p t dt .  . H H Hbt s tkq1k kq1ks0
1 tkqnq1q ??? q p t dt q ??? ds .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
` q`1 1 .x tkq1F du F du. 29 . H H
q qw u w u .  . .  .x t x tk 0ks0
 .  .  .Inequalities 21 , 22 , and 29 lead to a contradiction. That is, every
 .solution of 1 is oscillatory. The proof of Theorem 3 is complete.
 .  .  .THEOREM 4. Assume that the conditions i , ii , iii of Lemma 1 hold,
and there exists a positi¨ e integer k such that aU G 1 for k G k . Suppose0 k 0
 .  .  .that w ab G w a w b for any ab ) 0 and
du"`
- q` , for some e ) 0, 30 .H
w u ."e
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U` w a .t t tkq1kq1 kq1 kq2p t dt q p t dt .  . H H Hbt s tkq1k kq1ks0
w aU w U .  . tkq1 kq2 kq3q p t dt q ??? .Hb b tkq1 kq2 kq2
w aU w aU ??? w aU .  .  .kq1 kq2 kqnq
b b ??? bkq1 kq2 kqn
tkqnq1
= p t dt q ??? ds s q` . 31 .  .H
tkqn
 .Then, e¨ery solution of 1 is oscillatory.
 .  .Proof. If 1 has a non-oscillatory solution x t , without loss of general-
 .  .ity, assume that x t ) 0 t G t and k s 1. According to the proof of0 0
 .  .  .  .Theorem 3, 23 and 27 hold. Moreover, i and Lemma 1 show that w x
 .  x  .is nondecreasing and x t is also nondecreasing in t , t k s 0, 1, . . . .k kq1
  ..  xTherefore, w x t is nondecreasing in t , t . Hence,k kq1
w x tq G w aU x t G w aU w x t . .  .  . .  .  . .kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1
  ..  xNoting that w x t is nondecreasing in t , t , by the above inequal-kq1 kq2
ity, we have
w x tq G w aU x t G w aU w x t .  .  . .  .  . .kq2 kq2 kq2 kq2 kq2
G w aU w x tq G w aU w aU w x t . .  .  .  . .  . .kq2 kq1 kq1 kq2 kq1
By induction, it can be proved that, for any natural number n,
w x tq G w aU w aU ??? w aU w x t . 32 .  .  .  .  . .  . .kqn kq1 kq2 kqn kq1
 .  .   ..From 27 , 32 , and the fact that w x t is nondecreasing, we know, for
 xs g t , t ,k kq1
1t tkq1 kq2x9 s G p t w x t dt q p t w x t dt q ??? .  .  .  .  . .  .H Hbs tkq1 kq1
1 tkqnq1q p t w x t dt q ??? .  . .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
w x tq . .t tkq1kq1 kq2G w x s p t dt q p t dt .  .  . .H Hbs tkq1 kq1
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w x tq . . tkqn kqnq1q ??? q p t dt q ??? .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
w aU w x t .  . .t tkq1 kq1kq1 kq2G w x s p t dt q p t dt q ??? .  .  . .H Hbs tkq1 kq1
w aU w aU ??? w aU w x t .  .  .  . .kq1 kq2 kqn kq1q
b b ??? bkq1 kq2 kqn
tkqnq1
= p t dt q ??? . .H
tkqn
Hence,
x9 s w aU w x t .  .  . .t tkq1 kq1kq1 kq2G p t dt q ? p t dt q ??? .  .H H
w x s b w x s .  . .  .s tkq1 kq1
w aU w aU ??? w aU w x t .  .  .  . .kq1 kq2 kqn kqnq ?
b b ??? b w x s . .kq1 kq2 kqn
tkqnq1
= p t dt q ??? .H
tkqn
w aU .t tkq1kq1 kq2G p t dt q p t dt q ??? .  .H Hbs tkq1 kq1
w aU w aU ??? w aU .  .  . tkq1 kq2 kqn kqnq1q p t dt q ??? .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
 .Since 23 holds, the above inequality yields
U` w a .t t tkq1kq1 kq1 kq2p t dt q p t dt q ??? .  . H H Hbt s tkq1k kq1ks0
U U Uw a w a ??? w a .  .  . tkq1 kq2 kqn kqnq1q p t dt q ??? ds .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
` ` q`x9 s 1 1 .t  .x tkq1 kq1F ds s du F du. H H H
q qw x s w u w u .  .  . .  .  .t x t x tk k 0ks0 ks0
33 .
 .  .  .Relations 30 , 31 , and 33 lead to a contradiction. That is, every solution
 .of 1 is oscillatory. The proof of Theorem 4 is complete.
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From Theorems 1]4, we have the following corollaries.
 .  .COROLLARY 1. Assume that the conditions i ] iii of Lemma 1 hold and
there exists a positi¨ e integer k such that aU G 1, b F 1 for k G k . If0 k k 0
q`  .  .H p t dt s q` , then e¨ery solution of 1 is oscillatory.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let k s 1. By b F 1, we know0 k
1 1t t t1 2 nq1p t dt q p t dt q ??? q p t dt .  .  .H H Hb b b ??? bt t t1 1 2 n0 1 n
t t t t1 2 nq1 nq1G p t dt q p t dt q ??? q p t dt s p t dt. 34 .  .  .  .  .H H H H
t t t t0 1 n 0
q`  .  .Let n ª q` . H p t dt s q` and 34 yield
1 1t t t1 2 nq1p t dt q p t dt q ??? q p t dt q ??? s q` . .  .  .H H Hb b b ??? bt t t1 1 2 n0 1 n
 .By Theorem 1, we can see that all solutions of 1 are oscillatory.
 .  .COROLLARY 2. Suppose that the conditions i ] iii of Lemma 1 hold
and there exists some positi¨ e integer k such that aU G 1 and b F 1 for0 k k
k G k . If0
q` q`"`
durw u - q` for some e ) 0 and p t dt ds s q` , .  .H H H
"e s
 .then e¨ery solution of 1 is oscillatory.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let k s 1. By b F 1, we know0 k
m 1t t tkq1 kq1 kq2p t dt q p t dt .  . H H Hbt s tkq1k kq1ks0
1 tkqnq1q ??? q p t dt q ??? ds .Hb b ??? b tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn
m q` q`t tkq1 mq1G p t dt ds s p t dt. 35 .  .  . H H H H
t s t sk 0ks0
q` q`  .  .  .Let m ª q` . From H H p t dt s q` and 35 , we get that the 22 ofs
Theorem 3 holds. By Theorem 3, we can conclude that every solution of
 .1 is oscillatory.
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 .  .COROLLARY 3. Assume that the conditions i ] iii of Lemma 1 hold and
there exist a positi¨ e integer k and a constant a ) 0 such that0
a
1 tkq1Ua G 1, G , for k G k . 36 .k 0 /b tk k
If
q`
at p t dt s q` , 37 .  .H
 .then e¨ery solution of 1 is oscillatory.
 .Proof. Without loss of generality, let k s 1. Relation 36 yields0
1 1t t t1 2 3p t dt q p t dt q p t dt .  .  .H H Hb b bt t t1 1 20 1 2
1 tnq1q ??? q p t dt .Hb b ??? b t1 2 n n
1 1 1t t t2 3 nq1G p t dt q p t dt q ??? q p t dt .  .  .H H Hb b b b b ??? bt t t1 1 2 1 2 n1 2 n
1 t t t2 3 nq1a a aG t p t dt q t p t dt q ??? q t p t dt .  .  .H H H2 3 nq1at t t t1 1 2 n
1 t t t2 3 nq1a a aG t p t dt q t p t dt q ??? q t p t dt .  .  .H H Hat t t t1 1 2 n
1 tnq1 as t p t dt. 38 .  .Hat t1 1
 .  .Let n ª q` . By 37 and 38 , we have
1 1t t t1 2 3p t dt q p t dt q p t dt q ??? s q` . .  .  .H H Hb b bt t t1 1 20 1 1
 .That is, 10 of Theorem 1 holds. According to Theorem 1, we can
 .conclude that every solution of 1 is oscillatory.
 .  .COROLLARY 4. Assume that the conditions i ] iii of Lemma 1 hold and
 .  .  .w ab G w a w b for any ab ) 0. Suppose that there exist a positi¨ e integer
k and a constant a ) 0 such that0
aUw a t .k kq1G for k G k .0 /b tk k
q` a  .  .If H t p t dt s q` , then e¨ery solution of 1 is oscillatory.
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Corollary 4 can be deduced from Theorem 2. Its proof is similar to that
of Corollary 3. Here we omit it.
 .  .COROLLARY 5. Assume that the conditions i ] iii of Lemma 1 hold and
there exist a positi¨ e integer k and a constant a ) 0, such that0
1
U aa G 1, G t , for k G k . 39 .k kq1 0bk
"`  .If H durw u - q` for some e ) 0 and" e
` q`
at y t t p t dt s q` , 40 .  .  . Hkq1 k
tkq1ks0
 .then e¨ery solution of 1 is oscillatory.
 .Proof. Without loss of generality, let k s 1, t G 1. From 39 , we0 1
have
1 1 1
a a a aG t , G t ? t G t , . . . ,kq2 kq2 kq3 kq3b b b b b ??? bkq1 kq1 kq2 k kq1 kqn
G t a t a ??? t a G t a , . . . .kq1 kq2 kqnq1 kqnq1
 .Hence, by a proof similar to that of 38 of Corollary 3, we can conclude
1t tkq1 kq2p t dt q p t dt .  .H Hbs tkq1 kq1
1 t tkqnq1 nqkq1 aq ??? q p t dt G t p t dt. .  .H Hb b ??? b t tkq1 kq2 kqn kqn kq1
Let n ª q` . We have
1 1t t tkq1 kq2 kq3p t dt q p t dt q p t dt q ??? .  .  .H H Hb b bs t tkq1 kq1 kq2kq1 kq2
q`
aG t p t dt. 41 .  .H
tkq1
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 .  .Relations 40 and 41 yield
` 1t t tkq1 kq1 kq2p t dt q p t dt .  . H H Hbt s tkq1k kq1ks0
1 tkq3q p t dt q ??? ds .Hb b tkq1 kq2 kq2
` `q` q`tkq1 a aG t p t dt s t y t t p t dt s q` . .  .  . H H Hkq1 k
t t tk kq1 kq1ks0 ks0
 .That is, 22 of Theorem 3 holds. So, by Theorem 3, we know that every
 .solution of 1 is oscillatory.
 .  .COROLLARY 6. Assume that the conditions i ] iii of Lemma 1 hold and
there exist a positi¨ e integer k and a constant a ) 0 such that0
w aU .kU aa G 1, G t for k G k .k kq1 0bk
 .  .  . "`  .Suppose that w ab G w a w b for any ab ) 0 and H durw u - q`" e
for some e ) 0. If
` q`
at y t t p t dt s q` .  . Hkq1 k
tkq1ks0
 .then e¨ery solution of 1 is oscillatory.




¡ 2x0 q 1r 4 t x s 0, t G 1r2, t / k , k s 1, 2, . . . , . .
q q~x k s k q 1 rk x k , x9 k s x9 k , k s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .  .  . 42 .  .
X1 1¢x s x , x9 s x , .  .0 02 2
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U  . U  .  2 .  .where a s a s k q 1 rk, b s b s 1, p t s 1r 4 t , t s k, w x sk k k k k
 .  .x. It's obvious that the conditions i and ii are satisfied and
bU bU bU1 1 2
t y t q t y t q t y t q ??? .  .  .1 0 2 1 3 2a a a1 1 2
1 1 1 1s q q q q ??? s q` .2 2 3 4
Let k s 1, a s 1. Then0
w aU k q 1 t .k kq1Us a s skb k tk k
and
q` q` 1
at p t dt s t ? dt s q` . .H H 24 t
 .By Corollary 4, we know that every solution of 42 is oscillatory. But it's
known that every solution of the classical ordinary differential equation
  2 ..x0 q 1r 4 t x s 0, when no impulse is added to it, is non-oscillatory.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the superlinear equation
¡ 2 2 ny1 kx0 q 1rt x s 0, t G 1, t / 2 , k s 1, 2, . . . , .
q qk k k k~ 43 .x 2 s 2 x 2 , x9 2 s x9 2 , k s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .  . .  .
X¢x 1 s x , x9 1 s x , .  .0 0
U U  .where n ) 1 is a natural number. Since a s a s 2, b s b s 1, p t sk k k k
2 k  . 2 ny1  .  .1rt , t s 2 and w x s x , the conditions i ] iii are satisfied.k
Because
`du du"`
q - q`H H 2 ny1w u u ."e "e
and
q` q` q` q` 1
p t dt ds s dt ds s q` , .H H H H 2tt s 1 s0
 .by Corollary 2, every solution of 43 is oscillatory.
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the superlinear equation
¡ 3 2 ny1x0 q 1rt x s 0, t G 1r2, t / k , k s 1, 2, . . . , .
q q~x k s k q 1 rk x k , x9 k s x9 k , k s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .  .  . . 44 .
X1 1¢x s x , x9 s x , .  .0 02 2
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U  . Uwhere n ) 1 is a natural number. Since a s a s k q 1 rk, b s b s 1,k k k k
 . 3  . 2 ny1  .p t s 1rt , t s k, and w x s x , it's easy to see that conditions i ,k
 .  .ii , and iii are satisfied. Let k s 1, a s 3. Because0
2 ny1 3U 2 ny1w a k q 1 t t .k kq1 kq1s s G , /  /  /b k t tk k k
q` a  . q` 3  3. q`and H t p t dt s H t ? 1rt dt s H dt s q` , by Corollary 4, we
 . w xhave that every solution of 44 is oscillatory. But by 2 , we know that the
 3. 2 ny1superlinear equation x0 q 1rt x s 0 is non-oscillatory.
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the sublinear differential equation
¡ 2 1r3x0 q 1rt x s 0, t G 1r2, t / k , k s 1, 2, . . . , .
q q~x k s x k , x9 k s kr k q 1 x9 k , k s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  .  .  . .
X1 1¢x s x , x9 s x , .  .0 02 2
45 .
U U  .  . 2where a s a s 1, b s b s kr k q 1 , p t s 1rt , t s k, andk k k k k
 . 1r3  .  .  .w x s x . It's obvious that conditions i , ii , and iii are satisfied. For
 .  .  .any ab ) 0, we have w ab s w a w b . Let k s 1, a s 1. Then0
w aU k q 1 t .k kq1s s
b k tk k
q` a  . q`  2 .and H t p t dt s H t ? 1rt dt s q` .
 .By Corollary 4, we know that every solution of 45 is oscillatory. But the
 2 . 1r3 sublinear differential equation x0 q 1rt x s 0 is non-oscillatory see
w x.3 .
In the above examples, it's worth noticing that in the Examples 1, 3, and
4, the ordinary differential equations without impulses are non-oscillatory,
but when some impulses are added to them, they all become oscillatory.
Therefore, these examples show that impulses play an important part in
the oscillations of equations.
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